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giben and another case when the name of Jehovah, the -od of the Universe

is naturally used. t would not make any difference which of the two you

did use. £he two give one name for awhile, then another name, etc. t

is something that is only found in Genesis and maybe the very first rt

of Exodus and after that the criterian of Divine Names is not a criterian.

.fter that God is dealing with his relation to Israel kij covenanted peop1

and he uses the name of God in 1s covenant relations. All the doctrines

have the name ehovah alnost always until the end of the entateuch. The

use of words is insuffieient to shoe the use of authors and it proves that

not one author makes it fit here better than the other but that the one

word 18 different from the other in the difference of style, etc. t takesI

a good bit of evidence for you to find that. t is better than taking the

book and dividing it up in this way. There are a few considerations in thi

matter of style and view point and they are rather vital and most important

to understand. No. 1--the division of P and JE Is really a divison of two

ytypes
os subject matter. It is important here to remember the original

critical theory and there was a definite style between E and and you

could tell what the definite style is of each of them. E was the part that

used the name God and 3 the one that used the name Jehovah. Ever since

liookfelt It is accepted that ever since that E is the one part and it had

been thought to be two parts and the greater part is i" it i important to

remember here the critical theory--E and. 3 and there should be distinct style between the

two so you aan tell what belon's to and. what belongs to E and since the time of

Hookfelt. E and. J are felt to be the same and it is difficult t0 tell them apart and so it

is now said. that JE and between JX and P there is a marked difference of style and. many

centuries ago it was felt t-at E and 3 were the great documents and now that thatdivision

has been made since Hookfelt which others laughed at and it became a part of the theory and

the difference between P and TE is one upon which practically all critics agree arid that

is the one thing on which they agree unanimously and they try to find in Genesis which ones

are J and. which ones are E. There is section after section where the near Jehovah or Elohim

is used and. the difference is the one point upon which the critics agree and. it is importax
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